Welcome to GPCP Summer Camp 2018!
Session III: Storytelling
Welcome to storytelling camp with Ms. Ina and Ms. Tiffany! We
are so excited to spend the last days of summer camp
exploring and discovering with your children! Over the course
of the next three weeks we will be traveling to Grant Park,
exploring the natural environment, and using photography,
imaginative play, and
inventive storytelling to create
new stories, as well as
revisiting the Grant Park
folklore that many GPCP children have created in their
minds. We will run through fields of grass, climb Sally the
climbing tree, sneak through the foggy forest, collect
treasure, and make friends with the many animals living in
our park, all the while using the language of storytelling to
make connections between the many parts of the natural
world we will encounter. On days when mother nature does
not permit our exploration of the natural world, we will revisit
our experiences outside through reviewing the photographs we’ve taken, and using
languages such as painting, drawing, building, sensory and imaginative play to deepen our
understanding of the valuable experiences we will have in the park.
Parent Involvement: Although Parent Helper days are not required during summer camp,
parents are required to provide snacks. Snack assignments will be available a week before
each session and can be found on the Preschool Camp page of the website. Please plan to
provide a healthy, nutritious snack for the entire class on your assigned days.

What to Bring: Each child should have a labeled water cup or bottled water packed for their
camp each day. Also, make sure your child has two sets of extra clothes and underwear if
needed on site and wears comfortable shoes (also labeled). If your child is in pull-ups, please
provide pull-ups and wipes for them each week. We will be field-tripping to sections of the
Atlanta Beltline, the Ecosystem Farm on Mondays, another CSA pick-up on Wednesdays.
Please remember to sign field trip forms and leave a car seat when necessary!
Please apply sunscreen and bug spray to your child before coming to school, and we will
re-apply halfway through the full day with school purchased sunscreen and bug spray.
Thank you and we look forward to a fun session with your child!

